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ABSTRACT. - In order to enhance the mineralogical·
crystallographic information available from an X.ray
powder diffraction pattern, it is important to
develop some methods which allow to recostruct
the experimental peak profile. As a contribute to
this problem, in this paper we have tried to
represent the maximum diffraction outline by
suitable overlapping gaussian and exponential
functions. This method is applied to some peaks
belonging to different crystalline materials as quanz,
silicon and f1uorite. The parameters of the used
functions appear to be related to the Bragg angle
and the chemical·physical characteristics of the
powder sample.

RUSSUNTO. - Per aumentare i1 numero di infor
mazioni di natura mineralogico-cristallografica one·
nibili da un diffrattogramma di polveri a raggi X,
(. per migliorare la loro qualitii., si e cercato di rap
presentare il profilo dei picehi di diffrazione me
diante la sovrapposizione di gaussiane cd esponen·
ziali. 1 valori dei parametri delle funzioni usate
appaiono correlati con I'angolo di Brags e con le
caratteristiche chimico-fisiche del campione di
polvcre.

Introduction

In the last few years several researchers
have tried to improve the quality of the
information obtainable from an X-ray powder
diffraction pattern. ALBERTl A. (1970),
CROCHE R., GATINAU L. (1977), HALL M.M.
(1977), KATTAK c.P., Cox D.E. (1977),
MORAWECK B. et a!. (1977), YOUNG R.A.
et al. (1977), DEHEZ R. et al. (1980), IM
MIRZt A. (1980), YOUNG R.A. (1980),
CooPER M.]. et a!. (1981), DE COURVILLE
BRENASIN et al. (1981), ALBINATI A.,
WILLIS BT.M. (1982), ALLEGRA G. (1982),
TMMIRZI A., PORZIO W. (1982), NAIDU

S.V.N., HOUSKA C.R. (1982). In this study
it results of fundamental importance to
develop some methods that allow to take
account of instrumental effects, deriving
mainly from the apparatus geometry, in
order to enhance resolution as well as to
better quantify some physical and crystal
lographic properties of crystalline powdered
sample (size of the crystalline coherent
domains, distribution of crystallite size,
nature and extent of lattice imperfections).

The instrumental factots cause a pure
profile to be more or less asymmetrical,
broadened and displaced from its theoretical
2 it angle.

A complete and exhaustive discussion of
the role of the geometry to produce aber
rations in a pure diffraction profile is given
by KWG H.P. and ALEXANDER L.E. (1974)
who also treat the influence of several
instrumental factors in a quantitative way.
However a rigorous mathematical approach
to take account of specific instrumental and
physical aberrations results generally rather
difftcult to apply in routine X-ray powder
diffraction analysis. Such a difficulty is evident
from the lack of sufficient experimental data
from literature relative to peak profile
analysis performed on crystalline phases of
different nature.

From 'a practical point of view, to over
come such a problem, various attemps have
been made to represent the peak profile of
a powder diffraction pattern through analy
tical functions (gaussian, cauchy, modified
lorentian with variable coefficient, used
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Methods

The U1ilized function la describe the line
profile of a powder diffraction peak is:

Y(x) = k e bl.r-~I +
+ lcn,.. e G(.r-<)' + B (l)

Q( and Or are the x values within which the
gauss function is sufficient to fit by itself
the peak profile; (] represents the parameter
which describes the breadth of the gaussian.
The peak function is the overlapping of tWO
exponemials haken at rigth and left from
the maximum of the peak) and a gaussian.
Being each analytical function fully defined
by knowing three parametets, as whole nine
ones are necessary to describe the peak. The
parameter B may be indipendently deter
mined from imensity measuremems and its
value must be confirmed by goodness of the
leas[ square method used to fit the experi
memal data.

separately or combined among Ihem in dif
ferent way; IMMIRZI A. (1980), ALBt
NATl A. e WILLIS B.T.M. (1982). Ne
vertheless owing to ,he asimmcnycal
broadening of the peak caused by some
inslcumental function, chiefly 31 low 2 i'
angles, 31 present, no adegualc solution have
been given 10 rhe problem. In ,his paper we
report the experimenlal results of a study
concerning the line profile analysis of peaks
belonging 10 some crystalline phases as
silkon, (Juorite and quartz. The aim of this
work is CO show that the experimental line
profile of a peak may be performed by a
suitable overlapping gaussian and expo
nential functions, in a high resolUlion pou'der
difTraclomclry.

U
b,

for x < Ur hi;
k,

{i b.
for x > u. h r ;

k.

foral~x~QT k = 0

~w ,- • ,. '.. Oh/.sllt<! fClC.sl1t<!-Silico- '" 3.13~ ~.61 13101 ,. ,.,
~i1ic. '" 1.631 ,U "'" ,. ,.,
Sill<OI'I m 0.918 ..~ .... •• ..,
l)JirU '" 2.451 32.90 3344 ,. ..,
flu.rit. 11\ 3.153 25.52 )0501 ,. ..,
flu.,..itt 31l 1,647 49.• ,.. ,. ,.,

GVW7038 focousing monochromalOr. Mea·
surements were performed with the instru-.
mental conditions reported in tab. 1.

Each reflection was collected by using the
CuK, radiation (40 KV, 20 mal and sampling
1.280 2 j) wide range (± 0.640 from the
maximum of the peak) wilh a scanning step
of O.O~. A broad focus X-ray IUbe was used
and its projected focal spot dimension was
0.2 X 12 mm (lake off angle = 6°).

The counting time was chosen in such a
way to make acceptable the statistical
counting error. The figures from 1 to 5 show
for each analyzed reflection the pure functions
utilized to reconstruct the peak profile (gaus
sian and exponential) together with the
observed and calculated line p'rofiles. Owing

(" J The X.ray diJIraclomcter was equipped with
two ~id of $oiler slils.

TABLE I

Ins/rumen/oh condifions (")

The parameter values which define the
peaks line profile function were determined
by a least square fining method minimizing
the following function.

x~ = :E( Wi [Y(X(~'I"'. - Y(Xi~·.I")~ (2)

where Xi is the 2 j) angle, Y(XI) the measured
intensity NI at 2 j)l and W, = IIN, is the
~Ia[istical weight associaled with the observed
value.

Experiment

The intensities of the peak profiles for
silicon, fluorite and quartz were measured
with a PW1730 Philips automatic X-ray dif.
fraclOmeter on line with an Olivetti P6066
personal compuler. The geometry of the
apparalUS is Ihe usual one employed in lhe
convenctional X-ray difIraClOmeters: the ours
was equipped with a graphite AMR3·202

c = 2 it...

h > 0,b > 0,
I

d=--

where:

and:
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Fig, 1. - Silicon III peak profile, A: pun: functions ulilized 10 perform lhe peak; 8: observed (crosses)
and calcubled (continue lines) peak profiles,

!O [I greater clearness of drawing, the tails
of each peak have been represented only
widl half of experimental data with the
exception of the /luorite line profile (fig. 5).

In tab. 2, for each peak, the parameters
values of the gauss and exponential functions
:Ire reported; in this table are also reponed
,t,e x~ villues as they result from equation
12). To evaluate the agreement between
observed and calculated line profile the x~

values must be compared with 64 or 2'6
resulting from the followin~ relation:

TABLE 2
Y Function's parameters (pI on 64 poin/J)

SI 1. Si 1. Si 1. ". 'L ".
(111 ) (311 ) (531 ) (110) (111) (311 )

'.... 13051 6561 .... 331B """ "'~,.. 6.16 U 5.11 ,." 6.51

' .... ~.u "'.'" ".u "'" ~.'" .9.97

" ,.'" ,." 0.07 0.07 ,.'" ,.'",, 1510 ". '" '" 1U7 '"
" lS.~ 50.15 "." "n 2!>.3S .9.11

" ..", O.Oel O.05S 0.033 .."'" 0.055

"
... ~, on m M' '"

" l.B5 SO.U 98.7' 33.01 lS.68 so.u
~, '" ,~ "" '" ,.. ''''
~ '" '" '" H' ~, '"

M d':!,
X~ r,, N,

according as we assume the statistical
counting error OJ equal 10 yNI or 2yNj

respectively; 64 is the number of experi·
mental data and N; the measured intensity
at (2 all.

Discussion and conclusion

From the experimental data it results that
the line profile of an X·ray powder diffraction
peak may be performed by using tWO expo
nentials and one gaussian. Thence nine
parameters h::ave to be determined to define
such functions. However as far as the
gaussian is concerned, the experimental data
suggest that such a function may be
represented by knowing only one parameter.
[n facl the 2 an,u and the lmu values of the
gaussian coincide with the 2 a..... and the
Ilia. of the peak respectively within the
experimental errors. Thus it seems sufficient
10 define the gauss function through the a
parameter alone. From the collected dala, il
emerges that such a parameter increases with
the increasing of diffraction angle for a
speci6c crystalline phase (table 2). When the
three reBections of silicon are considered
over a range of 2'''·1 DO" the breadth of the
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Fig. 2. - Silicon }l] peak profile. A: pure functions ulilizcd 10 perform the peak; B: observed (crosses)
and calculated (ronlinuc lines) peak profiles.
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Fi}:. J. - Silicon '531 peak profile. A: pure functions utilize<! to perform the peak; B· observed (crosses)
and calculated Icontinue lines) peak profiles.

gauss funclion was found 10 be related 10
the 2 j) angle by the following relation:

f1 (2a) = K + K 1 Iga (4)

where K and K I are two conSt3mS and 1)
,he Bragg's angle. The values of lhese
conSlanlS, as dClcrmined by a lC!:asl square
regression are 0.0477 and 0.0283 respecti
vely. The: experimenlal values of a (2 j)
and thost calculaled from the equation (4)

arc reponed.

25.67
50.30
9S.56

a(20) X 10 ~

ohs. ca/c.

5.4 .5.42
6.16 6,11
8.05 8.07
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Fig. 4. - Quarlz 110 peak profile. A: pure functions ulilized 10 perform lhe peak; B: observed (crosses)
and calculaled (cominue lines) peak profiles.
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Fig. ,. - Fluorile }11 peak profile. A: pure funclions
and calculated (cominue lines) peak profiles.

milized to perform the peak; B: observed (crosses)

In the diagram of fig, 6 the left and rigth
exponentials of the three reflections of the
silicon are showed, In order to compare
the contribute to the peak profile of the twO
exponentials, with respttt to that given by

The k conslant depends on several instru
mental factors and presumably on the
physical and crystallographic chancterisrics
of the powder sample. On other hand the
K I constant depends on the wavelength and
presumably on the dimension of the focal
spot H. According to Bragg's relalion il
results infact thal the broadening of the
gaussian funClion is given by:

H
- tgl)
~

where:
H

K,
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Fig. 7. _ Diagram showing lhe: rigth .nd Idt
c:xponc:nlials rellted 10 the: rdkctions of Auorite (,,)
and silicon (b) I1 2 " of .bout W.

Fig. 6. Diagram showing the rigth .nd left.
c:xponc:nli.ls relaled to lhe silicon's peak profill:$.
,,: 531 reftc:ction (2! = 98.%); b: 311 rc6eaion
(2 a = 50.30); c III rdla:tion (2! = 2'.671.

approximately at same 2i) angle some
substantial differences are evident.

...
..,--

Ihe gaussian, the intensity valu~ of the
exponentials were normalized to the ma·
xlmum intensity of gaussian and then
expressed as [~/h....~. Such normalized
intensili~ have been ploued against .6.20
values which were compUled as differences
wi,h respect to the 20 value of the maximum
of the gauss function. From the data depicted
in fig. 6 it results :I low but not negligible
contribute of the exponential to the peak
profile. h also emerges thar ,he peak
profile may be represented in the range of
± 0.06+0.10 degree (.d20) with respect
to its maximum by a gaussian alone.

As re the parameters values of exponen·
rials, the diagram of fig. 6 reveals that those
of the left exponential approach the ones of
the rigth .exponential :IS the Bragg angle
increases. This behaviour, which contributes
to render more symmetric the peak with the
increasing of the 20 value, is in a good
:lgreement with the literature data (KLUG
and ALEXANDER, 1974). In particular, among
Ihe various funclions which contribute to
form the peak profile, that one due to the
axial divergence is certainly the most im
portant; such an instrumental function, that
seems to influence in a determinant way the
peak shape in ,he rails of a maximum dif·
fraction al low angles, shrinks with the
increasing of 20 umil its influence is near
zero in the range 900 < 20 < 1200 (KLUC
and ALEXANDER, 1974).

By using the same type of representation
as in 6g. 6 the left and right exponentials of
silicon and fluorite are compared (fig. 7 and
fig. 8). Such materials were chosen because
their diffraction patterns contain a couple
of reflections which fall approximately at
the same Bragg angle (2i) = 2.5.67 and
2i) = 50.30 for silicon and 2l) = 2552 and
2i) = 49.98 for fluorite).

As regards to the two peaks of Auorite,
fig. 7 and 8 show a relationship, between
the parameters of the left and the right
exponentials and the Bragg angle similar
to that observed for silicon. Infact with the
increasing of 2i) the parameter valu~ of the
left exponential approach dosely those of
the rigth one.

On the other hand by comparing the
parameter values of the oponenlials relative
to peak of silicon and fluorite occurring
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Fig. 8. - Diagram showing the rigth and left
("xponentials related to the reflections of fluorite (a)
and silicon (b) al 2 V of about 50".

In particular while the slope and 2t)",..,
of left and rigth exponentials for bOlh the
couples of peaks assume a similar values, the

intensity conlribute given by exponentials
to peaks profile, on the contrary, seems
somewhat greater for fluorite than for silicon.
Tentatively we may think to impute such a
different behaviour to the lower absorption
coefficient of silicon for the CuK~ radiation.

The experimental data collected in this
preliminary study point out clearly that,
within the measurements error, the line
profile of an X-ray powder diffraction peak
can be slnisfactorly representcd by unso
phisticated analytical functions like gaussian
and exponentials. Even if the number of
parameters used scem to be high (nine
parameters are required 10 define a peak
profile on the whole) we think that this
number may be lowcred since somc of them
are presumably reciprocally related.

Furthermore, it seems to be of particular
intercst the existence of relationships between
the parameters values of the employed
functions and the Bragg angle. Some of them
result well defined, while mhers have to be
still defined quantitatively. Such consi
derations induce us to hope that the ap
proach we have followed may be susceptible
of improvements as well as of further
developments.

,
0./0
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